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March 1, 2023

FROM

Nick Baggarly

Drive Around the World

578 Washington Blvd #1006

Marina del Rey, CA 90292

(310) 699-6481

Dear Friends,

Drive Around the World has a new project that is adding another A to STEAM education. We

are adding an A for ADVENTURE! Real-life adventure—at sea—deploying a student-built underwater

ROV on a student-run mission to study marine life.

It’s an ambitious program, but we have a plan ready to implement. We have joined forces

with BlueRobotics to create a student-buildable ROV capable of diving over 300 feet. We own a

90-foot ship outfitted for oceanographic education that can safely get 100 passengers to exploration

sites in 30 minutes. It has served as an ocean learning vessel for students for decades. And we

have a new STEAM program that goes from engineering to mission planning and ultimately
places students in one of five underwater missions: ocean scientist, ocean explorer, marine
biologist, underwater filmmaker or ocean engineer. 
 
But the uniqueness of our program is this: Miles offshore, from the deck of a rocking ship, students
will lower a craft that they built into the dark depths of the ocean and seek out what hasn’t

been seen before. With wind and salty spray in their faces, they will experience joy and
accomplishment as they see live video of the undersea world coupled with challenge and
heartbreak as they make repairs on-the-fly or see their craft damaged or lost. The experiences 
and and skills learned will influence the rest of their lives. 

We are seeking individual contributions and grants from government, private, corporate and family 
foundations to deliver the Driving Science at Sea program to 7,200 students in underserved
communities per year. 



As the National Science Board of the National Science Foundation reports:

In the 21st century, scientific and technological innovations have

become increasingly important as we face the benefits and challenges

of both globalization and a knowledge-based economy. To succeed in

this new information-based and highly technological society, all students

need to develop capabilities in science, technology, engineering and

mathematics (STEM) to levels far beyond what was considered

acceptable in the past. A particular need exists for an increased

emphasis on technology and engineering at all levels in our Nation's

education system.
1

Having real-life activities outside of school that show the application of STEM can pull

together ideas presented in school and demonstrate how they benefit our society. Such

activities may provide STEM learning where it is not taught. It can also help students to see that

STEM is more than a series of learning disciplines to get through and link what they are learning
now as pertinent to their future and the future of the whole world.

In 2018, Drive Around the World (DATW) launched a new ocean education program called

Driving Science at Sea to deliver realistic scientific learning experiences to underserved

students, mainly in the Los Angeles, San Bernardino and Riverside School Districts. The

organization was founded on the principles of exploration, science and with an audacious

passion to produce real-life and relevant learning experiences through programs that

encourage a creative response to helplessness and inspire students to learn about the world

and take action to address the environmental and humanitarian challenges we face.

FIGURE 1-1 EXPLORATION AND LEARNING VESSEL

FIGURE 1-1. Exploration Vessel CONQUEROR is an ocean research, exploration and education vessel. Formerly

operated by Long Beach Marine Institute, it has logged 25 years (1987-2012) as a learning lab at sea and

introduced thousands of school-age youth to ocean worlds. The ship maintains a U.S. Coast Guard Certificate of

Inspection with a stability rating for 108 passengers and a crew of four. It features four bulkhead benthic

separators for safety, a large top deck for observations, a specimen holding tank and a 7,000 lb crane for ocean

sediment grabs. In 2022 it will undergo refurbishment to serve as the centerpiece for an exciting program that

extends a legacy of learning to cultivate a new generation of conscientious ocean explorers and conservationists.

1
National Science Board, National Action Plan For Addressing The Critical Needs Of The U.S. Science, Technology,

Engineering, And Mathematics Education System, National Science Foundation, October 30, 2007.
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Our Vision for Driving Science at Sea

Since 2002, Drive Around the World has brought attention to humanitarian and environmental

challenges worldwide through its highly-publicized circumnavigations of the globe by vehicle,

in both east and west and then north and south. These extraordinary, LATITUDE and

LONGITUDE expeditions proved to be useful tools for elementary, secondary and high-school

teachers seeking to inspire their students and engage them in world history, geography,

mathematics and understanding different cultures and climate changes first hand. DATW’s

first environment-focused program, ZERO SOUTH, developed two electric-Hummer vehicles

that are powered without any fossil fuels and used by climate scientists as a more efficient

platform for field work in subzero and extreme environments. These electric Polar Traverse

Vehicles (PTVs) allow ZERO SOUTH to serve as an ongoing technology demonstration and

climate literacy program as well as a dramatic example that small disparate groups can come

together to produce meaningful and effective solutions to the problems we face. Both PTVs

are presently on exhibit at the entrance to the Petersen Automotive Museum of Los Angeles.

In this grand tradition, Driving Science at Sea is a new and exciting educational program that

offers the opportunity to learn about ocean research aboard Exploration Vessel,

CONQUEROR (see FIGURE 1-1) a 90-foot, ocean-going ship. Using this ship, students who have

collaboratively assembled their own underwater, computer-controlled Remote Operated

Vehicle (ROV), will explore the Pacific Ocean to depths up to 100 meters. This multi-faceted,

STEM exploration will be offered free of charge to underserved students in the Southern

California area.

Why Science Education is More Important than Ever

Too often we risk the very ecosystems on which our survival depends. Billions of people

worldwide--especially the world's poorest--rely on healthy oceans to provide jobs and food,

underscoring the urgent need to sustainably use and protect this natural resource. According

to the Organisation for Economic Co-operation (OECD), oceans contribute $1.5 trillion

annually in value-added to the overall economy. The Food and Agriculture Organization of the

United Nations (FAO) estimates that aquaculture and fisheries assure the livelihoods of 10-12

percent of the world's population with more than 90 percent of those employed by small-scale

capture fisheries in developing countries. In 2014, fisheries produced $167 million tons of fish

and generated $148 billion in exports, while securing access to nutrition for billions of people

and accounting for 17 percent of total global animal protein--even more in poor countries.
2

Unfortunately, the sheer number of people who use and depend on the ocean, and the

sometimes unwise practices we adopt, have created problems such as overharvest of

resources, reduction in biodiversity, and degradation of marine habitats and species, among

others. For example, fish stocks have deteriorated due to overfishing — the share of fish

stocks outside biologically sustainable levels rose from 10 percent in 1974 to 32 percent in

2013, while in the same year approximately 57 percent of fish stocks were fully exploited.

Fish stocks are affected by illicit fishing, which may account for up to 26 million tons of fish

catches a year or more than 15 percent of total catches. Fish habitats are also under pressure

from pollution, coastal development, and destructive practices that undermine fish

population rehabilitation efforts.
3

3
Ibid.

2
2 "Oceans, Fisheries and Coastal Economies," World Bank, April 6, 2018.

http://www.worldbank.org/en/topic/environment/brief/oceans Retrieved September 2, 2018.
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No other form of STEM education could be more current or more important. After all, the

oceans are the lifeblood of planet Earth and humankind. They cover three-quarters of the

planet, hold 97% of the planet's water and, most significantly, they produce more than half of

the oxygen in the atmosphere and absorb the most carbon from it too. No matter how far

from the shore you live, oceans still affect your life. Virtually everything in our lives either

comes from or is transported on oceans including the air that we breathe, the water we drink,

the food we eat, and the products that keep us informed, entertained, warm and safe.

Learning about ocean research, marine life and conservation is critical to the future of our

planet and what better way to instill respect for the ocean than to give students an

awe-inspiring visual connection to it.

Driving Science at Sea - A New Program

While the Drive Around the World team has engaged young explorers from some of the most

remote regions of the world, its Driving Science at Sea program is stationed in Marina del Rey,

California and has a local focus. By acquiring a U.S. Coast Guard documented ship, DATW now

has the perfect platform to introduce underserved audiences to the wonders of the ocean and

provide an indelible, hands-on experience to underserved students in Grades 5-12.

Driving Science at Sea will operate each year from March through December with educational

day trips to nearby coastal sites along the Southern California shore (see Figure 1-2). Rated

for 108 passengers, the ship makes three excursions per week for 40 weeks out of the year,

serving approximately 7,200 students annually. The administrator in charge of development is

Nick Baggarly, a Fellow of the prestigious Royal Geographical Society (FRGS) and member of

New York’s Explorers Club. Nick brings a passion for science and engineering education.

FIGURE 1-2 Underwater ROV Deployment Sites

FIGURE 1-2. Two sites (indicated above as ‘X’) have been selected two-miles south of Marina del Rey harbor,

allowing ROV deployments to begin within 30 minutes of departure. The sites feature rich marine life, shipwrecks,

diverse reefs and underwater pipelines at a depth of 10 to 22 fathoms (60 and 130 feet).

4



The program begins weeks before the ocean expedition, when DATW representatives--an

accredited marine biologist and ocean engineer--visit a participating school to meet with

educators and students. They deliver seven BlueROV2 kits (see Figure 1-3) along with a 3D

printer and an orientation for students that describes ROV-assembly, customization and

operation. Students are invited to join one of seven deployment teams (see TABLE 1-1) and

each team receives specialized gear to equip their ROV for one of seven underwater missions.

Finally, a day-at-sea agenda paints a picture of what they may encounter and covers mission

details to form teams and equip and test the ROVs prior to their ocean expedition.

E/V CONQUEROR can accommodate 60 students or about 14, four-person teams deploying in

shifts. Once aboard, the ship’s Captain and program administrators provide safety and

operational briefings. When teams are not on a mission, they attend talks in the salon by

guest lecturers on subjects that include oceanography, boating safety and other ocean-related

topics. Plenty of time is also allotted so students can simply enjoy the ocean and spend time

wondering, creating and imagining--since this is when ideas happen. All students receive a hot

lunch served in the galley and, if the seas are rough, teams will deploy at contingency

mooring sites located within the harbor which significantly reduces weather-related scrubs.

Located on a spacious main deck, the ship’s interior salon features seating areas, tables, ROV

control stations and wall-to-wall interactive flat-screens that display real-time views of team

deployments and live views of the ship’s pilot house, engine room, control systems,

under-water cameras and maps with location, radar and sonar information. A cellular Internet

connection provides students with parental-locked WIFI anywhere on the ship and landline

equivalent speeds, so mobile devices are supported as well as interaction with student

collaborators at remote schools or sites.

Students will have the opportunity to learn about current ocean research, underwater

navigation, 3D modeling and technical assembly. Plus, working on a team with a mission

encourages collaboration on design and expanded science.

All learning modules used in Driving Science at Sea are designed to meet standards set by

Common Core and include evaluation tools which help teacher's measure student progress in

achieving these standards. Following the ocean expedition, each school retains one ROV and

one 3D printer for ongoing exploration and learning. All students retain a “Mini-Me” figure

they have custom-designed and printed with a 3D printer. Similar to a LEGO MiniFig, the

“Mini-Me” is their personal representative placed inside one of four buoyancy chambers on

their ROV for travel to ocean depths. Students also receive underwater pictures and video

captured by the ROV “selfie-stick-cam.”

5
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TABLE 1-1 Underwater ROV Teams, Specialized Equipment and STEM-Learning Missions

TEAM EQUIPMENT MISSION

UNDERWATER
Film and
Photography
TEAM

Team adds 1080p cameras,
Selfie-StickCAM (used by all teams)
and extra lighting package.

Film other teams deploying their ROVs and create an underwater
short film from storyboards and video acquired during the at-sea
expedition. Learn to track a subject as it moves underwater. Light
and photograph underwater subjects for that perfect shot.
Deploy Selfie-StickCAM and photograph each team’s ROV and
Mini-Me figures. Perform additional underwater cinematography
exercises to learn how underwater photography and filmmaking
differ from traditional imaging methods.

MAKER TEAM Team adds a water-detection sensor,
internal leak-detection sensor,
current and voltage sensors.

This team focuses on the engineering of the ROV itself. They
provide support to the other teams as they build and test the
BLUEROV2 (6 hours). Their role occurs before and during the
ocean expedition helping all teams as they add equipment and
perform tests for their mission.)

OCEAN
EXPLORATION
TEAM

Team adds a compass, sector-scan
sonar, underwater Global Positioning
System (GPS), extra 1080p camera,
expanded illumination package,
additional bathymetry equipment.

Locate, identify and explore a shipwreck. Use the ROV’s
instruments to map a grid on the seafloor and perform a scan for
shipwrecks, pinpoint wreck’s position using underwater GPS and
apply forensic methods to identify the type of ship then conduct
an interior traverse to determine how it sank.

OCEAN
ENGINEERING
TEAM

Team adds a metal-thickness gauge,
side-scan sonar, ultra-short-baseline
tracking, Teledyne RDI USA 600kHz
Explorer Doppler Velocity Log (DVL).

Inspect segments of El Segundo pipeline and use ROV gauges to
measure pipeline thickness, distance between flanges and height
above seafloor( at several locations) to learn if it is sinking into
the sea bed. Survey candidate sites for an underwater restaurant.

MARINE
BIOLOGY
TEAM

Team adds a grab-manipulator arm,
marine-specimen collector, miniature
trawl net and laser scale.

Collect and classify diverse marine organism samples and return
creatures to the surface. Perform fish identifications and sample
and sediment grabs using ROV instruments and the ship’s sea
crane to deploy a sea-floor grab sampler. Teams focus on the
fundamental concepts in marine ecology, concentrating on local
marine habitats and the organisms that make these places their
homes. Teams learn about the amazing adaptations and abilities
of the mysterious creatures that live in unfamiliar habitats and
how important they are to the ocean and humans as well.

OCEAN
SCIENCE
TEAM

Team adds a depth sensor, depth
gauge, bar 30 pressure sensor, date
and time readout, water
temperature sensor, salinity detector,
water-sample collector, water tester,
3-DOF Gyroscope, accelerometer,
magnetometer and other
environmental sensors.

Use ROV equipment to collect contamination-free water samples
near the seafloor and return them to the surface. Log the
location and number of each sample then test for salinity and
elevated bacteria levels using UV light to note any fluorescent
wells or Most Probable Number (MPN) of Enterococcus cfu
(colony forming units). Prepare a water quality report. Students
learn the delicate procedures involved in water sampling such as
collection methods and Chain of Custody logging--and the
benefits and knowledge gained when it is done correctly. Data
shall be made available to Surfrider Foundation and to the
scientific community, thereby expanding understanding of
environmental processes.

?MYSTERY
TEAM?

Team adds ancillary equipment they
define and create themselves.

The Mystery team adds a new device or piece of equipment that
they invent themselves. They may create a new tool,
sample-collection device, manipulator arm or make use of extra
signal wires in the tether to integrate new command features
such as autonomous control, return-to-home or advanced
autopilot features to track underwater subjects.

TABLE 1-1. A typical classroom is divided into seven, four-person teams who add specialized equipment and test

their ROV prior to ocean deployment. A maximum of 14 teams or 60 students can be accommodated at sea.
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Students Build and Equip the ROV

Since most marine life is found in shallow coastal waters (epipelagic zone), a good

educational ROV doesn’t have to dive thousands of meters to teach a wealth of information.

Up to 60 students assemble into four-or five person teams and each team is assigned one ROV.

(See Figure 1-3.) BLUEROV2 takes about six hours to assemble in a high-intensity engineering

workshop that includes planning and running a micro-expedition in the field and documenting

along the way to tell the story through social media, photography and filmmaking. With every

step of the process thoughtfully documented, and with Youtube “how-to” videos, teams

hand-build and equip their ROVs and use a 3D printer to self-produce three parts that

personalize their ROV, including a customized front bezel with their team name and logo, and

the custom “Mini-Me” figure which represents each team member and is placed aboard their

ROV. The project culminates with a day at sea to deploy ROVs aboard E/V CONQUEROR,

where students are guided by the same marine biologist and ocean engineer who introduced

the program at their school. They are encouraged to explore, ask their own questions and

seek their own answers.

FIGURE 1-3 BlueROV2

FIGURE 1-3. Unlike other open-ROV platforms that resemble an amateur’s kit or radio-controlled toy, BlueROV2

looks, moves and acts like the real thing... because it is the real thing. Students become underwater explorers as

they control the ROV from laptop computers. The hardy BlueROV2 is 45cm long, 38cm wide, and 25cm tall (18in x

13in x 10in) and weighs approximately 10kg (23lbs). It has been designed to go to depths of up to 55 fathoms (100

meters/330 feet). Under student control, four horizontal/vectored thrusters allow the ROV to move forward and

aft as well as rotate, and two vertical thrusters allow the neutrally buoyant vehicle to change depth. Manufactured

by Blue Robotics in nearby Torrance, Calif, it has a build-time of six hours and is the first low-cost ROV to integrate

a flight computer (autopilot) from an aerial drone. This brilliant adaptation provides extraordinary maneuverability

including, pitch, roll, superior hovering and autonomous capabilities rarely seen in economical ROVs. BlueROV2

also has the ability to communicate through the Internet, so students in multiple locations can observe and then

take turns operating the ROV in real-time.

The History of Drive Around the World

Drive Around the World is known for its ability to organize teams to achieve meaningful,

science-related objectives with the help of advisors and donors including Astronaut Buzz

Aldrin, Steve Wozniak, Co-founder of Apple Computer and The Rod Roddenberry Foundation.

DATW's mission fosters principles of exploration through relevant-adventure programs that

“inspire a sense of adventure and the tradition of exploration, encouraging students to

actively learn about our world and creatively act to understand the humanitarian and

environmental problems we face.”
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What Does an Investment in Driving Science at Sea Look Like?

Driving Science at Sea will enable over 7,200 students per year to explore the Pacific Ocean

using camera-equipped ROVs which they have assembled themselves. One BlueROV2 and a 3D

printer will stay with each school allowing students to further their education in STEM-related

learning. Investment and grants help support the costs of equipment, vessel, and transport for

the students from their school to the ship and back. The total cost of this program is $350,000

per year. Drive Around the World can provide these services economically because it relies on

a team of 75 highly-motivated volunteer engineers, mechanics, and others to provide

expertise and subsidize the labor needed to complete its projects. Part of the program is

made possible through support from our foundation partners and product endorsements.

At introductory capacity, Driving Science at Sea will serve 240 classrooms per year at a cost of

$1,460 per classroom or approximately $49 per student. Each student will receive at least 12

hours of instruction in the classroom and an additional 6 hours of instruction on the ocean. As

Drive Around the World recruits additional partners and corporate sponsors, we anticipate

that the program will reach a full capacity of 15,000 students per year within five years.

We are seeking investors and grants to support the 2022 Driving Science at Sea program. Your

investment in our future explorers and conservationists will have far-reaching results and you

can be assured that any contribution you provide will be gratefully acknowledged and wisely

spent. If you have any questions about Driving Science at Sea, please reach me at

(310) 699-6481.

Sincerely,

Nick C. Baggarly, FRGS

Executive Director, Drive Around the World

# # #

Established in 2002, with headquarters in Venice CA, Drive Around the World is a 501(c)(3) non-profit producer

of relevant adventures that bring awareness to important social issues and charitable causes.

Drive Around the World programs inspire a sense of adventure and the tradition of exploration, encouraging

people to learn about our world and take action to understand the humanitarian and environmental

problems we face. The organization is supported by civic and foundation grants along with

a courageous group of sponsors and individual donors.
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ATTACHMENTS:

DATW IRS 501c3 Determination Letter (2002)

United State Coast Guard Vessel Stability Letter

Insurance Certificate, September 2021

Ship Survey, November, 2017
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January 11, 2022

 

Dear fellow ocean explorer, 

 

This is your friendly neighborhood West Marine Manager, Jose Barocio, writing to introduce our community to a new education program that will 

begin operating within our marina soon. 

One of my responsibilities here at the Marina del Rey store is to look for ways to develop the next generation of boaters and implement strategies 

that improve our role as stewards who maintain our local marine environment. I have been a part of the marine industry for 15 years and recently 

discovered an organization that is doing this in a way I have not witnessed before. 

Last year, representatives from Drive Around the World (www.drivearoundtheworld.org) started coming into the store and purchasing items to 
prepare a 1973 90-foot Bellamy for an ocean-research program that not only encourages the next generation of boaters, it helps ensure the next 
generation of marine biologists, ocean engineers, ocean explorers and conscientious ocean entrepreneurs. Put simply, their ocean-research 
program is A-M-A-Z-I-N-G! and I am convinced it will help students develop the confidence and skills they need to make the marine world better.  

 
I am optimistic about the future and, as a Store Manager for West Marine in various locations throughout California, my role has opened my eyes 

to some important needs. I see what we are doing to our oceans and grow increasingly worried. I am also a father of two girls, ages 13 and 9. My 

13-year-old, Autumn, attends a private school where she is fortunate to take part in a STEAM based academic curricular. I contribute financially to 

this program and occasionally volunteer—and when I do this I am grateful my kids are at a school that takes part in STEAM.  

Recently, Autumn pointed out there are so many other young minds who do not have a program or opportunity like the one Drive Around the 

World is offering to our local students, and this beautiful and thoughtful insight of hers has prompted me to write to you. 

I believe it is our responsibility to prepare the next generation and pass on the necessary toolset, skillset and mindset to succeed, so I have become 

a passionate advocate of this new program and invite you to review the enclosed information and join me in giving this initiative everything it 

needs to make a great start. 

Many of you have had the good fortune to be out here on the marina, enjoying the beauty of ocean life, so I challenge you to act today to protect 

your ocean by supporting this endeavor and do so immediately. If you’re on the fence, then stop for a moment and ask yourself two questions: 

How would a program like this have affected you growing up? Can we afford to not invest in the next generation with programs that have the 

potential to change and shape the world for the better?  

This program represents many of the measurable changes we need now! And, if you are like me, you strive to enact change to feel you are part of 

something good. That something is in front of you now. It is Drive Around the World and their new ‘Driving Science at Sea’ program and all we need 

to do is say, “I am on board.” “How can I contribute?” “How do I help make this happen?” 

The organizers have made the bold move to purchase a 108-passenger boat in Basin D. Contact them. Go look at it.  

Their fundraising targets are as follows: 

 $350,000 starts the program and funds it for one year. 

 $1.5 Million funds the program for five years along with a complete architectural re-design of the boat. 

If you are in a place where you can help, please do so we can get this program underway. 
 

 
Jose J Barocio  
Store Manager, West Marine Marina del Rey 
Jbarocio0922@gmail.com 

http://www.drivearoundtheworld.org/
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